Radiation Therapy Workflow and Dosimetric Analysis from a Phase 1/2 Trial of Noninvasive Cardiac Radioablation for Ventricular Tachycardia.
A prospective phase 1/2 trial for electrophysiologic guided noninvasive cardiac radioablation treatment of ventricular tachycardia (ENCORE-VT) demonstrating efficacy for arrhythmia control has recently been reported. The treatment workflow, report dose-volume metrics, and overall process improvements are described here. Patients receiving 25 Gy in a single fraction to the cardiac ventricular tachycardia substrate (identified on presimulation multimodality imaging) on the phase 1/2 trial were included for analysis. Planning target volume (PTV), R50, monitor unit ratio, and gradient measure values were compared over time using statistical process control. Outlier values in the dose-volume histogram (DVH) for PTV and organs at risk were identified by calculating inner fences based on the interquartile range. Median heart substructure doses are also reported. For the 16 trial patients included, the median target volumes for the gross "target" volumes, internal target volumes, and PTVs were 25.1 cm3 (minimum: 11.5 cm3, maximum: 54.9 cm3), 30.1 cm3 (17.7, 81.6), and 97.9 cm3 (66, 208.5), respectively. On statistical process control analysis, there was a significant decrease in PTV volume among the more recent cohort of cases and mean doses to the nontargeted heart (heart - PTV). Two patients had heart-minus-PTV, esophagus, and stomach DVH data significantly higher than inner fence, and 3 patients had spinal cord DVH data higher than the inner fence, but in all cases the deviations were clinically acceptable. Subjective decreases were seen in the R50, gradient measure, and treatment time from the first to last patient in this series. All plans were verified in phantom with ionization chamber measurements within 2.9% of the expected dose value. Over the duration of this trial, PTV volumes to the cardiac substrate target decreased significantly, and organ-at-risk constraints were met for all cases. Future directions for this clinical process will include incorporating knowledge-based planning techniques and evaluating the need for substructure optimization.